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At rst blush, user modeling appears to be a prime andidate for straightforward appli ation of standard ma hine learning te hniques. Observations of the
user's behavior an provide training examples that a ma hine learning system an
use to form a model designed to predi t future a tions. However, user modeling poses a number of hallenges for ma hine learning that have hindered its appli ation
in user modeling, in luding: the need for large data sets; the need for labeled data;
on ept drift; and omputational omplexity. This paper examines ea h of these
issues and reviews approa hes to resolving them.
Abstra t.

1.

Introdu tion

The past de ade has seen resear h into the use of ma hine learning to
support user modeling (ML for UM) pass through a period of de line
and then resurgen e, with the resear h area at the lose of the twentieth entury more a tive and vibrant than at any previous time. It
is tempting to identify the start of the ML for UM winter as being
marked by the publi ation of Self's (1988) paper in whi h he asserted that a sear h problem that appeared to underlie a dire t ma hine
learning approa h to inferring possible ognitive pro ess models for a
relatively simple modeling task was \ learly intra table." While the
paper did not argue that student modeling was intra table per se, the
phrase \the intra table problem of student modeling," taken from the
title of that paper, has been oft repeated, perhaps with less attention
to the ner detail of the argument within the paper than might be
desired. Without needing to as ribe auses to the ML for UM winter, it is notable that it was pre eded by a de ade of mu h a tivity. Notable examples from this period in lude the work of Brown
and Burton (1978), Brown and VanLehn (1980), Gilmore and Self
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(1988), Langley and Ohlsson (1984), Mizogu hi et al. (1987), Reiser et al. (1985), Sleeman (1984), VanLehn (1982), and Young and
O'Shea (1981), mu h of it in the area of student modeling . In ontrast, the period 1988-1994 saw relatively little a tivity in the area. A
strong resurgen e is eviden ed however by a spe ial issue of this journal
devoted to the subje t (volume 8, numbers 1-2, 1998) the number of
re ent workshops on the subje t (Bauer et al., 1997; Bauer et al., 1999;
Joa hims et al., 1999; Rudstorm et al., 1999; Papatheodorou, 1999), and
sessions in major onferen es (Goettl et al., 1998; Jameson et al., 1997;
Kay, 1999; Lajoie and Vivet, 1999). It is, perhaps, tempting to equate
the start of the thaw with the presentation of the best paper award to
Martin and VanLehn's (1993) paper on student modeling at the 1993
World Conferen e on Arti ial Intelligen e in Edu ation.
While the eld was initially dominated by resear h on student modeling, the demands of ele troni ommer e and the world-wide-web have
led to rapid growth in resear h in the area of information retrieval. With
vast quantities of information available to all users on the web, the need
for te hnologies to personalize the web has arisen.
This paper provides a brief overview of the appli ation of ma hine
learning for user modeling and reviews four riti al issues that are urrently limiting the real world appli ation of user modeling and looks
at the urrent state of attempts to over ome them. The four issues
addressed are:
1

the need for large data sets;
the need for labeled data;
on ept drift; and
omputational omplexity.

2.

Ma hine Learning and User Modeling

The forms that a user model may take are as varied as the purposes
for whi h user models are formed. User models may seek to des ribe
1. the ognitive pro esses that underlie the user's a tions;
2. the di eren es between the user's skills and expert skills;
3. the user's behavioral patterns or preferen es; or
1

We onsider student modeling to be a form of user modeling.
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4. the user's hara teristi s.
Early appli ations of ma hine learning in user modeling fo used on the
rst two of these model types, with parti ular emphasis paid to developing models of ognitive pro esses. In ontrast, re ent resear h has
predominantly pursued the third approa h, fo using on users' behavior, as advo ated by Webb (1993), rather than on the ognitive proesses that underlie that behavior. Appli ations of ma hine learning to
dis overing users' hara teristi s remain rare.
Another important dimension along whi h it is important to distinguish approa hes is with respe t to whether they model individual
users or ommunities of users. Whereas mu h of the a ademi resear h
in ML for UM on entrates on modeling individual users, many of the
emerging appli ations of ML for UM in ele troni ommer e relate to
forming generi models of user ommunities. For example, very substantial in reases in pur hases are laimed for systems that re ommend
produ ts to users of retail web sites using models based on pur hases
by other users (as exempli ed by Ungar and Foster, 1998).
Situations in whi h the user repeatedly performs a task that involves
sele ting among several prede ned options appear ideal for using standard ma hine learning te hniques to form a model of the user. One
example of su h a task is pro essing e-mail by deleting some messages
and ling others into folders (Segal and Kephart, 1999). Another example is to determine whi h news arti les to read from a web page (Billsus and Pazzani, 1999). In su h situations, the information available
to the user to des ribe the problem and the de ision made an serve
as the training data for a learning algorithm. The algorithm will reate a model of a user's de ision making pro ess that an then be used
to emulate the user's de isions on future problems. At rst glan e, it
may be tempting to onsider su h user modeling problems as straightforward standard lassi ation learning tasks. However, user modeling
presents a number of very signi ant hallenges for ma hine learning
appli ations. The following se tions address some of the key hallenges
that it poses.
3.

The need for large data sets

The Syskill & Webert system (Pazzani and Billsus, 1997) is a straightforward implementation of a ma hine learning algorithm (a simple
Bayesian lassi er) applied to the problem of re ommending web sites.
As a user browses the web, the user indi ates whether a web page is
interesting (by li king on a \thumbs up" button on the web browser)
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or not interesting (by li king on \thumbs down"). The system then
annotates unseen links on the web pages with an assessment of whether
the user would be interested.
One important limitation of the straightforward appli ation of ma hine
learning systems su h as Syskill & Webert to real world user modeling tasks is that the learning algorithm does not build a model with
a eptable a ura y until it sees a relatively large number of examples (e.g., 50). In most situations, it is natural that learning algorithms
require many training examples to be a urate (Valiant, 1984) sin e
there are typi ally a large number of alternative models to sele t from.
This problem is addressed in a variety of ways:
Knowledge-based learning approa hes, su h as theory re nement
(Ba es and Mooney, 1996), reate a new model by modifying an
initial model. If an a urate model of the user is lose to the initial
model, few examples may be required to transform a urately the
initial model into the user model. This may be the ase in student modeling where the initial model is the \ orre t" model, and
the student model to be a quired is lose to the orre t model.
This assumes, however, that there is a single \ orre t" model that
an serve as a suitable initial model. Attempting to model in orre t performan e as a perturbation of a \ orre t" model that does
not orrespond to the basi underlying strategy of the user or student may be seriously misleading. For instan e, there are several
substantially di erent \ orre t" pro edures for the relatively simple skill of elementary subtra tion (see, for example, Young and
O'Shea, 1981). Minor perturbations of ea h of these pro edures
may result in substantial di eren es in predi tions about future
performan e.
Some approa hes to learning (e.g., nearest neighbor algorithms)
an be fairly a urate with a few examples if the new examples
are very similar to the training examples. NewsDude (Billsus and
Pazzani, 1999) takes advantage of this to re ommend news stories
that follow up on stories the user read previously.
In some ases, it is possible to stru ture the task so that a learned
model need not exa tly repli ate the user's de ision. For example, the SwiftFile system (formerly known as MailCat, Segal and
Kephart, 1999) does not automati ally le mail into users' folders,
but rather puts the three most likely folders for a message on a
prominent pla e on the s reen. By having more than one option
available and not hindering the user from taking a tions that were
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not anti ipated, the system does not have to have an a urate model to be useful.

4.

The need for labeled data

Another diÆ ulty onfronting dire t appli ation of ma hine learning
to many user modeling tasks is that the supervised ma hine learning
approa hes used require expli itly labeled data, but the orre t labels
may not be readily apparent from simple observation of the user's
behavior. Consider again the example of Syskill & Webert. It would
be very diÆ ult to infer from a web user's browsing behavior whi h
web pages they found interesting and whi h they did not. However,
Syskill & Webert requires these labels in order to be able to make re ommendations. The solution in this ase has been to require the user to
expli itly label the data by li king a \thumbs up" or \thumbs down"
button. The user must perform additional work to provide expli it feedba k to the system (by li king on a button) but is not provided with
an immediate reward. Users rarely provide information to the modeling
system if they must go out of their way or if they see no immediate
bene t.
One approa h to this problem is to infer the labels from the user's
behavior. For example, the Letizia system (Lieberman, 1995) infers that
a user is interested in a web page if a variety of a tions are performed
(e.g., printing the page or reating a bookmark), while the user is not
interested under other ir umstan es (e.g., by qui kly hitting the ba k
button). Su h impli it feedba k methods allow a large amount of data
to be olle ted unobtrusively. One an imagine future systems that
would use the user's fa ial expression, body language or other forms of
impli it feedba k for this purpose.
Another approa h to the problem is to use a small initial body of
labeled examples to infer labels for a larger body of examples whi h is
then used to train the learning algorithm. This te hnique is related to
the information retrieval method of pseudo-feedba k (Kwok and Chan,
1998) in whi h rst the system nds do uments similar to the user's
query and then it nds do uments similar to the retrieved do uments.
However, in the ma hine learning approa h (Nigam et al., 1998), the
pro ess of inferring the label for unseen do uments is repeated until a
stable solution is found via a pro edure known as expe tation maximization. As well as ir umventing the problem of training sets sizes,
as dis ussed in the last se tion, this te hnique redu es the demand on
the user to label training ases by redu ing the number of labeled ases
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that are required. These approa hes are urrently in their infan y but
are likely to have a big impa t on the eld into the future.
5.

Con ept Drift

Early approa hes to the use of ma hine learning for user modeling
tended to develop new, spe ial purpose, and frequently ad ho , ma hine
learning te hniques to support their spe i needs. More re ently, there
has been a tenden y to seek an adequate problem representation in the
form of training examples and orresponding lass labels in order to
be able to draw on well-known algorithms and results from the vast
literature on lassi ation learning. A potential pitfall of this methodology is that it might lead to solutions that are not spe i ally geared
towards the unique hara teristi s of user modeling appli ations. For
example, user modeling is known to be a very dynami modeling task {
attributes that hara terize a user are likely to hange over time. Therefore, it is important that learning algorithms be apable of adjusting
to these hanges qui kly. From a ma hine learning perspe tive, this
is a hallenging problem known as on ept drift (Widmer and Kubat,
1996).
This problem is well illustrated by the demands of user modeling
for information retrieval. The main obje tive is to learn a model of the
user's interests or information need, in order to fa ilitate retrieval of
relevant information. Most work on ontent-based information ltering
asts the automated a quisition of user pro les as a text lassi ation task (for example, Pazzani and Billsus, 1997, Lang, 1995, Mooney
and Roy, 1998). In these systems, a set of text do uments rated by
the user (e.g. interesting vs. not interesting) is used as the input for
a learning algorithm, and the resulting lassi er an be interpreted as
an automati ally-indu ed model of the user's interests. An underlying
assumption often made is that more training data leads to improved
predi tive performan e. However, if we take into a ount that a user's
interests are dynami and are likely to hange over time, this assumption does not hold. A lassi er built from a large number of training
do uments that a urately re e t the user's past interests is of limited
pra ti al use and might perform substantially worse than a lassi er
limited to re ent data that re e ts the user's urrent interests. This
example illustrates that a good text lassi ation algorithm is not ne essarily a useful user modeling algorithm.
As resear hers have begun to take the importan e of on ept drift
for user modeling appli ations into a ount, a few initial solutions have
emerged in the literature. A straightforward approa h is simply to pla e
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less weight on older observations of the user (for example, Webb and
Kuzmy z, 1996). However, there is some eviden e that the e e tiveness
of this simple approa h is onstrained (Webb et al., 1997). Klinkenberg and Renz (1998) explore windowing te hniques similar to ideas
proposed by Widmer and Kubat (1996) in the ontext of Information
Retrieval. The entral idea is to limit training data to an adjustable
time window, where the window size depends on observed indi ators
su h as sudden hanges in term distributions.
Chiu and Webb (1998) have studied the indu tion of dual user models as an approa h for handling on ept drift in the ontext of student
modeling. In general, user modeling is a task with inherent temporal
hara teristi s. We an assume re ently olle ted user data to re e t
the urrent knowledge, preferen es or abilities of a user more a urately
than data from previous time periods. However, restri ting models to
re ent data an lead to overly spe i models, i.e. models that lassify
instan es that are similar to re ently olle ted data with high pre ision, but perform poorly on instan es that deviate from data used to
indu e the model. To over ome this problem, Chiu and Webb use a
dual model that lassi es instan es by rst onsulting a model trained
on re ent data, and delegating lassi ation to a model trained over a
longer time period if the re ent model is unable to make a predi tion
with suÆ ient on den e.
Billsus and Pazzani (1999) propose a related idea for personalized
re ommendation of news stories. A nearest-neighbor text lassi ation
algorithm built from re ent observations forms a short-term model of
the user's interests in daily news stories. In ases where the short-term
model annot make a predi tion with suÆ ient on den e, lassi ation
is delegated to a more general lassi er based on observations olle ted
over a longer period of time. This ar hite ture allows a system to adjust
to interest hanges rapidly, without sa ri ing the potential bene ts of
data olle tion over longer time periods. Furthermore, this system tries
to automati ally anti ipate a spe ial ase of on ept drift: news stories
that are presented to the user are assumed to dire tly a e t the user's
information need. As a result, the system tries to prevent presenting
similar information multiple times, as it is assumed that a ertain pie e
of information is only interesting on e, and that the on ept of what is
onsidered interesting drifts at that time.
While a start has been made on ta kling this hallenging problem,
this is an area in whi h more progress is required if user modeling is to
realize its full potential.
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6.

Computational Complexity

The urrent ML for UM resurgen e has witnessed tremendous resear h
a tivity. In ontrast, the eld still has a dearth of elded appli ations.
The resulting di eren e between resear h interest and ommer ially
deployed systems is espe ially apparent in the eld of Internet-based
appli ations. The growth of the Internet has had a tremendous impa t
on the eld of ML for UM over the past de ade, as resear hers have
realized the potential of learning te hniques for automated information
retrieval assistan e, resulting in a surge in resear h on intelligent information agents. However, the a tual impa t of this te hnology on the
average web user has been fairly limited. We spe ulate that one reason for this e e t is the omputational omplexity of many approa hes
proposed in a ademi resear h. While the Internet has paved the way
for new opportunities to assist users through the use of detailed user
models, the sheer amount of information available as well as the number of users online has reated new hallenges. It is not un ommon
for big portal sites (e.g. Yahoo, Ex ite or Ly os) to re eive millions of
visits per day. Clearly, if every one of these users were to be assisted
through the use of automati ally a quired user models, omputational
omplexity would play a major role in the viability of user modeling
on the Internet. In ontrast, a ademi resear h in ma hine learning is
often dominated by a ompetitive ra e for improved predi tive a ura y. When a new algorithm is proposed, it is not un ommon that an
empiri ally measured in rease of a fra tion of a per ent in predi tive
a ura y is onsidered a su ess if the result is statisti ally signi ant.
While we realize that there are domains where these subtle a ura y
improvements make a ru ial di eren e, we think that ML for UM is
not su h a domain. For example, an algorithm that re ommends interesting information with a predi tive a ura y of 78% might be preferred
over an algorithm that a hieves 80%, if the former algorithm requires
onsiderably less CPU time, and therefore allows for deployment in
high-volume real-world s enarios.
At a rst glan e, the onstraints imposed by the need for eÆ ient
user modeling algorithms seem to ex lude many omputationally expensive learning algorithms and data analysis te hniques from onsideration for user modeling tasks. For example, redu ing the need for
labeled training data through expe tation maximization (Nigam et al.,
1998) leads to improved predi tive performan e, but auses a signi ant
in rease in CPU time. However, omputationally expensive algorithms
an still be utilized if they an be applied in s enarios where models an be learned oine, i.e. without real-time onstraints that would
require short response times. Initial work with a fo us on omputa-
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tional omplexity and suitability for large-s ale deployment is starting to emerge in the literature. While not stri tly a ma hine learning
approa h, Jester 2.0 is a ollaborative ltering system that models a
user's taste in humor, based on similarities to other users' ratings for
jokes (Gupta et al., 1999). The underlying idea of the proposed algorithm is to speed up the re ommendation pro ess through the use of a
prepro essing step based on prin ipal omponent- and luster analysis.
Sin e the prepro essing step an be performed oine, online re ommendations an be omputed eÆ iently. We believe that this is a step
in the right dire tion and hope that future resear h in this eld will
be geared towards te hniques that are dire tly appli able to real-world
appli ations in order to make the bene ts of ML for UM available to a
broad audien e.

Con lusion

7.

ML for UM has awoken from the winter of the early nineties with
renewed strength and vigor, fueled largely by the demands of the internet and other emerging information retrieval te hnologies. However,
despite lear potential and demand for ML for UM te hnologies, they
remain primarily in the resear h domain. We are yet to witness the
widespread appearan e of elded appli ations.
In this paper we have outlined four major issues that must be overome before widespread appli ation of ML for UM will be possible:
the need for large data sets;
the need for labeled data;
on ept drift; and
omputational omplexity.
While the diÆ ulty of these problems should not be underestimated, as
we indi ate, approa hes to over oming them are being a tively pursued
and strong progress has been made. Looking forward it appears evident
that ML for UM is a resear h area on the usp of oming-of-age and that
by the time of the twentieth anniversary of this journal, ML for UM
will have taken a pla e as a ore te hnology underlying the information
e onomy.
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